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Model SS100 Super Small Bike
The worldʼs smallest bike! Bike is fully adjustable and extremely 
portable. Comes with adjustable foot straps, adjustable tension, 
mini computer and supported back pad. This bike is designed for 
early age elementary children (K-3rd grade). The SS100 is also 
used extensively by pediatric physical therapists for rehab and 

fitness work with very small children. (Ages 3 through 9.)
(L=36” W=24” HT=48”)

Shippng Weight: 80lbs + 25lb pallet=105lbs 36x36x55

Kid Computer 
Reads Time Speed 
Distance & Calories.

Portable Wheel 
System 

Adjustable 
Pedal Straps

Kid Friendly computer 
Reads Time Speed 
DIstance & Calories

Padded Back 
Support

Portable Wheel
 System

Model 655 Elementary Semi-Recumbent 
Exercise Bike

Simply put this is the smallest commercial semi-recumbent 
quality exercise bike specifically engineered to provide 

comfortable exercise for very young children! One of our most 
popular products among therapists of all types this unit has 
been used in schools, medical and rehabilitation markets as 

well as kids fitness facilities. Elementary Model 655 age 6-12.
 (L=42" W=24" HT =54" WT=130lbs) 

Shipping Weight: 85lbs + 30lb pallet= 115 lbs 

This product is also available in a larger Junior model 656 for 
middle school students. 
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658 Elementary Cardio Kids Spin Bike 
Fully adjustable child sized “spin” bike. This bike is 

designed to fit children in grades 3 through 6. 
Children’s spin bikes have adjustable toe clips, seats 

and handlebars. Portable wheels make it easy to keep 
these bikes in storage when not in use. 

(L=48” W=24” HT=48”)
Shipping Weight= 125lbs

 This product is also available in a larger Junior Model 
659 for middle school students.

Adjustable Toe 
Clips

Adjustable Seat; 
Forward & Aft, 

Upward & Down

Portable Wheel System 
makes storage easy 

when not in use

Kid Friendly Computer 
Reads Distance Time

 Calories & Speed

Non Marking 
Leveling with 

Wheels

Pulse Sensors 

660 HRC Cardio Kids Fully Recumbent 
Bike 

This fully recumbent exercise bike provides computer 
programs that allow facility operators to keep children in a 
specific cardiovascular zone. This is our most comfortable 

bike and comes with all the bells and whistles including four 
different adjustable computer programs! Suitable for children 

in grades 3 through 6. 
(L=65” W=20” HT=45”)

Shipping Weight=150lbs

This product is also available in a larger Junior model 661 
HRC for middle school students.
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664 Elementary Total Body Kidz Cycle 
This total body exercise machine works with both upper and 
lower body at the same time, or individually. The onboard 

computer provides different programs according to the needs 
of the user and instructor. Bike is fully adjustable and the built 

in wheel system makes this unit extremely portable. 
Elementary Model 664: Grades 3-6. 

(L=60” W=24” HT=56”)
Shipping Weight=175lbs

This product is also available in a larger Junior model 665 
Grades 6-9.

667 Elementary Kidzcore Kneel & Spin 
Unique movement exercises the external oblique and entire 

range of central core muscles including transversus abdominis 
back and pelvis while providing a complete cardiovascular and/
or fat burning workout. Contoured kneeling pads ensures child 
will always be properly positioned on the unit. Child size crank 
arms provide proper fit for children to push and pull utilizing the 

entire upper body. 
(L=36” W=24” HT=48”)

Shipping Weight= 125lbs

This product is also available in a larger Junior Model 668 for 
middle school students.

Kid Friendly 
Computer 

Reads Distance Time
 Calories & Speed

Portable Wheel 
System

Easy Seat 
Adjustment and 

Contact Heart Rate 
Monitors

Upholstered 
Spinning Pad

Portable Wheel 
System

Kid Friendly Computer 
Reads Distance Time

 Calories & Speed
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